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The chronicles of ancient historians recount the days when a giant blood-red comet
buzzed Earth, molesting our Planet, from a distance, with gravitational,electrostatic,
and electromagnetic paws, cosmic in scale. The two key words in this saga are
"red" and "periodic" (or pendulum-like). My newly corrected translation of ISAIAH,
Chapter 63, of The Holy Bible, which clearly prophesies the return of this blood-red
doomsday comet: ISAIAH Chapter 63,Verse 6: "And I will tread down the people in
mine anger, and make them drunk in my fury, AND I WILL BRING, FROM AFAR,
MY GLITTERING,BLOOD-RED OBJECT TO ITS GOAL, WHICH IS PLANET
EARTH." That is the corrected English translation from the original Hebrew
language.
The records of the ancient Greek historian Plato, described previous incursions of
this colossal, blood-red, pendulum-like, millennially returning comet.
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Astronomers and astrophysicists describe dwarf stars, of a certain
mass category, as emitting infrared light when they are far distant from
a sun, but emitting visible red light if they ever approach a sun
(whereby solar electrical excitations arise to shift the light's wavelength into the
visible red range).
From the Kolbrin Bible, an ancient secular anthology, written by
survivors of the last incursion of this dwarf star, on its predictably
periodic (as cometary) orbit into and out of our Solar System:
"Manuscripts 3:3 When ages pass, certain laws operate upon the stars
in the Heavens. Their ways change; there is movement and restlessness;
they are no longer constant {JD: because the Earth is beginning to wobble},
and a great light appears *redly* in the skies."
Planet X in ISAIAH 63 is attached in .Pdf formats.
(SEE separate posting HERE )
In this essay, a particular Hebrew word in ISAIAH, Chapter 63 is analyzed
and found to unlock the clear and detailed description, which God gave to
His prophet Isaiah, of God's "bright *red* glittering object, traveling from
the farthest distance, to its goal, Planet Earth." John Dinardo
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This is the first time ever that God has unveiled this astounding
and ominous declaration from His Word, of the King James version of the Bible:
ISAIAH, Chapter 63, verse 6. No English language Bible version on the
planet has ever deciphered this chilling warning from God,
because no translator wanted to accept the bizarre, mysterious
meaning of what God was prophesying in verse 6..
The reason I elaborate on this heretofore obfuscated warning from God is that
its debut onto the stage of human awareness, in these Last Days,
shouts out to us, with the utmost urgency, that: Planet Earth will
soon be the target of a comet coming at us from space.
Here, for the first time, is the correct translation of ISAIAH, Chapter 63, Verse 6:
6 “And I will tread down the people in mine anger, and make them drunk in
my fury, and I will bring, from afar, my glittering, blood-red object to its goal,
which is Planet Earth”.
Incidentally, verses 1 and 2 certainly do support verse 6.
Verses 1, 2, and 6 together support the Planet X/Nibiru
evidence of a glowing red celestial body soaring past Earth
as the messenger angel, the "death angel" -- “the destroyer”
-- of the Lord Jesus Christ, witnessed 3,600 years ago on its
previous orbital incursion into our inner Solar System, and
as chronicled in the Book of Exodus, Chapter 12 of The Bible,
wherein God brings to Earth His " destroyer,” described by
both ancient historians and modern day celestial physicists
as a solar wind-emblazoned, plasmatically illuminated
"red winged globe," which, by God's amazing symbolism,
portrays the outstretched arms of the Lord Jesus Christ on
the *future* cross -- this red glowing "winged globe,” signified
by the blood of the sacrificial lamb of God, painted across the
top and the sides of the doorway of every house of the
protected Israelites -- these three blood strokes thus painting
the image of the winged globe (described in the written records
of ancient Egyptian historians) which would *Passover*head at
midnight to execute all the firstborn of Egypt, including Pharaoh's
own son. However -- because Jesus at the Cross has since
liberated us -- during the forthcoming return passage of this
glowing red "winged globe", there will discharge down to Earth
a blazing red column of electrified plasma, illuminating the sky,
so that all the World shall see this image of both the outstretched

arms of Yeshua and the tree post on which He was hung..
If we lack His protection, God is herein declaring that you and I
are soon to be “burned” [ISAIAH 24] in the coming destruction
of Planet Earth..Since we agree that your life and mine are under threat by God,
here in ISAIAH 63, let us therefore consult the Strong's Concordance
and find out whether or not God's weapon of slaughter will
indeed manifest as this blazing drive-by comet, which He calls
“the destroyer” in EXODUS, Chapter 12, and in I CORINTHIANS, Chapter 10.
Please . . . you study ISAIAH 63 for yourself. Do not dispute its
Planet X inferences; rather, refute them, if you can. It would be
a deadly mistake to ignore God's warning of this celestial
wrecking ball cruising toward Earth. God provokes fear in us
in order to force us to seek His life-saving mercy. And by God's
Law, every human being needs His mercy in order to be protected.

